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Effortless Methods In Tours Of Tuscany - 

Some New Guidelines 

Meet the Tour Managers that improve your journey expertise at each flip. Vespa journey + 

Horseback experience + Winery go to with lunch & wine tasting. A minimun experience is 

required. We beloved our Tours of Tuscany expertise. 

Guilio was a lot enjoyable to be with. He was very organized and the trip ran like clock work. This 

was my second Collette tour and I am very happy with them. I will certainly be taking extra of their 

tours. The choice of websites chosen to go to had been great. 

Next cease is the Museum of Medieval Armours and Weapons, the place you'll be able to deal with 

some of the weaponry and even attempt on armour. We'll then transfer on to Siena, whose medieval 

city centre is among the most perfectly preserved in Europe. 

The title of this Italy tour—Gems of Umbria & Tuscany—says all of it, as you’ll go to a few of the 

medieval hill cities and see a few of the lovely gems that call central Italy home. Begin and end in 

Rome; and in between in a single day in Spoleto, San Martino in Campo, Siena, and Orvieto. 

If you'd rather be a part of an elective tour, why not be part of us on a trip which begins within the 

beautiful hilltop town of Montalcino. It takes its title from a wide range of oak tree that once 

covered the area. 

I would repeat the trip tomorrow . Problem was with the planes. Delta and Air France did their jobs 

however the scheduling was the problem. I had a lot of fun. 

Combine this with the haunting fantastic thing about the native countryside, an enviable climate, 

one of many world’s great cuisines, and you've got all the elements for an excellent holiday. Our 

Best of Tuscany tour has rolling hills, lush vineyards, and food match for a king. We’ll take you to 

3 of Tuscany’s most charming hilltop cities in an accompanied day trip from Florence. Break for a 

dream lunch at an attractive Tuscan estate, and luxuriate in an unique tasting of Chianti’s best 

wines. Spend a full day exploring Italy’s ‘Art City’ Florence, whose museums, palaces and church 

buildings house a number of the world’s greatest inventive treasures. 

All I can say is that he made the experience enjoyable and really memorable. You can’t visit Italy 

with out style a glass of Chianti wine or a plate of pasta. Many of our excursions embody 

degustation of wine and oil. 



 
 

 

I should have appreciated a small break in the morning activities to enable us to have a morning 

drink together. We had been all dissatisfied that the Tour Manager was not with us on the morning 

of our departure to see us off as she had been assigned to start out one other tour before we left. 

The Park Hotel Le Fonti, partly converted from an old farm, is ready on the sting of the previous 

town of Volterra with spectacular views over the surrounding countryside, and has a bar, good high 

quality restaurant and panoramic terrace. No go to to Tuscany is full with no go to to a typical 

cantina for a tour of the cellars and a style of a number of the most properly-recognized wines on 

the earth. We go to the world famend Chianti space to visit the Foresteria Villa Cerna, one of many 

Cecchi family’s estates. 

 
FLORENCE BY BIKE 

From San Gimignano, we'll drive by way of a number of the most beautiful and enchanting 

countryside on the earth before arriving in Pisa. Here we will visit the Field of Miracles, a 

inexperienced grass subject dominated by the dazzling white buildings of the Duomo and the world 

famous Leaning Tower. Here we invite you to revel in the city’s beauty and revel in every thing the 

city has to offer. 

Each and on a regular basis tours have been excellent but I particularly enjoyed the day in Florence 

(and will have spend another complete day there.) Also the optionally available day to Cinque Terre 

was nicely price the extra money. The information saved us properly informed about out trip. I 

loved Cinque Terra. I was able to Keep up with the tour. The journey was higher than I expected 

and Collette's travel preparations had been largely accountable. 

The website gave information I was thinking about, An introduction letter from our Tour Manager 

Mario, made me really feel that there was real curiosity in making certain I had the most effective 

tour attainable. The tour of Italy was excellent, although the air travel could have been higher. Very 

lengthy layovers getting there. 

Our bus driver was additionally unbelievable. From the first class lodge to all the websites we 

visited and, especially, Sergi, our tour guide. I highly advocate Collette over different tour providers 

and I will travel with Collette again. They provide an affordable value and ease in making 

preparations. 

Everything about this trip was nice, airline schedule, hotel lodging were glorious and the tours were 

outstanding. I will certainly journey with Collette again and in addition advocate their travel. This is 

my fourth Collette tour and all have been well organized, had all kinds of experiences and featured 

a nicely-versed tour chief as well as local guides. I have been very pleased with the tours and will 

(and have) really helpful Collette to friends and family. 



 
 

 

He made us feel as if we lived there and never outsiders, telling us about oldest and the best eating 

places in the space. If you prefer to study about the country or just attempt assorted Italian meals, 

Max is your man. 

This tour will permit you to attempt multiple Tuscan dishes paired with native wines. You may 

even tour historical Italian cities and can see castles, church buildings, walled cities and more. This 

Tuscany tour lasts a full day however you won’t regret it. 

Take a experience with a neighborhood information to the surrounding hills in a traditional Fiat 

500. When the solar sets, Florence comes alive by way of tasteful illumination. 

Meet the Tour Managers that improve your journey expertise at each turn. Vespa journey + 

Horseback journey + Winery go to with lunch & wine tasting. A minimun expertise is required. We 

beloved our Tours of Tuscany expertise. 

We wholeheartedly advocate Tours of Tuscany. With a first-hand take a look at a few of the most 

vibrant and traditional areas in Tuscany, from Cortona to Siena, you’ll have the opportunity to 

indulge within the finest wines, partake of the local delicacies and even stimulate your culinary 

abilities with a four course cooking lesson. There’s no denying that Tuscany is one of the most 

beautiful elements of Italy, but even we’ll agree that there are some parts which are best enjoyed on 

the back of two wheels. With our Tuscany on a Vespa Tour – we’re positive that you simply’ll feel 

as exhilarated as you might be happy. Tours of Tuscany is a fully-licensed and insured company 

based within the south of Siena province, offers deluxe minivan companies for each brief- and 

lengthy-term excursions throughout Tuscany, as well as transfers to and from crucial Italian 

airports. 

Enjoyed all of the excursions and the information was distinctive. The driver was also excellent. 

Get insights into this jewel of the Renaissance with the assistance of a local information on arrival. 

Stroll the medieval streets to admire the terracotta roofs and be taught extra concerning the world’s 

oldest bank. Go to Piazza del Campo, the place the 600-year previous Palio horse race still takes 

place, and look inside the magnificent Duomo. Walkabout excursions through Tuscany was 

amazing! Amazing day and lunch cease, worth the money. 

Alex was our tour information he truly loves his job. Knowledgeable about Tuscan history and the 

countryside, he's extraordinarily happy with his nation. Siena was fantastic, her us an image of the 

local information in motion. She did a great job explaining her city. Lunch on the winery was a 



 
 

 

great break. 

 

Great day with Amanda touring Tuscany. Very good mixture of cultural and historic websites plus 

trendy winemaking tour and lunch at Palagetto vineyard ( not a villa as listed in on-line information, 

however good nonetheless). You can choose to do the Best of Tuscany Tour as a private or small 

shared group expertise. 

Taking a wine tour in Chianti means you get to loosen up whereas a educated local does all the 

navigating through Tuscany’s winding back roads. On the third day of your journey, you'll make 

your way to Siena, the renowned red-brick city nestled among the many inexperienced Tuscan hills. 

Siena is also famed for its 102-metre bell tower accessible to the public and its historical horse 

racing track. 

I would advocate them for a tour. The Hotel was alos wonderful. The solely downside with the tour 

was it was too brief, there have been so many things to do and locations to see, and we all the time 

completed up wishing there was extra time, the information and driver were outstanding! Rather 

loved our free day in Montacatini, with no time schedule. Thank you for touring with Collette to 

Tuscany. 

Our bus driver was also fantastic. From the first class resort to all of the sites we visited and, 

particularly, Sergi, our tour guide. I extremely recommend Collette over other tour suppliers and I 

will journey with Collette again. They provide an reasonably priced worth and ease in making 

preparations. 

Hotel Il Piccolo Castello is situated in its own grounds close to the walled hilltop city of 

Monteriggioni. Built on one degree round a central backyard the lodge is decorated with 

conventional frescoes and is a beautiful relaxing base, with spacious lounge and manicured gardens, 



 
 

 

bar and restaurant serving delicious Tuscan food. Rooms in all motels are air-conditioned 

(seasonable) with non-public services, mini bar, secure, television and phone. In brief your comfort 

is assured whichever resort you stay in. After breakfast you have a guided walking tour of Florence, 

“pearl of the Renaissance”, an excellent and exquisite metropolis and deservedly on the traveller’s 

map because the days of the Grand Tour.After lunch, we will get to know a few of the region’s 

finest balsamic vinegars during a particular tasting session. Later within the evening, again at Four 

Seasons Hotel Firenze, we are going to round off the journey with a festive dinner. Today, we leave 

the Volterra region and head for world-famous Chianti, an area that has long turn into synonymous 

with excellent purple wine. 

There is the Accademia, the oldest art college on the earth which homes Michelangelo’s David, one 

of many world’s finest sculptures; the Archaeological museum containing an impressive collection 

of exhibits from historical Greece, Rome and Egypt; the Science museum which contains many of 

Galileo’s telescopes together with the world’s first adding machine. Situated in the medieval heart 

of the city is the magnificent cathedral, dominating the skyline, some of which dates from the 4th 

century. Built from white, green and pink marble it glows within the sunshine and the richness of 

the inside is outstanding with lovely frescoes and an amazingly intricate marble pavement. 

However, Florence is rather more than a metropolis caught up to now, it has an ambience you will 

love, filled with cosy restaurants and street cafés where you can simply watch the world go by, the 

very essence of Italy and the Mediterranean life-style. After breakfast you leave for Lucca, 

birthplace of the nice composer Puccini, a pleasant metropolis the place you'll be able to wander 

amongst the medieval streets, tiny piazzas and alongside the ramparts circling town. Your 

admission charges are included and you'll eat a Tuscan lunch in a neighborhood farmhouse or 

restaurant on this full-day tour in Tuscany. One of the issues that set this tour apart from other 

Tuscany tours is that you've the option to book decide-up on demand which means the tour 

company will choose you up from your resort. Florence is an excellent base for your whole Tuscany 

tours. Airport journey help and information NOT helpful but a BEAUTIFUL young man known as 

Collette in U S on his telephone for us and obtained arrangements made. The variety of experiences 

- cooking class, vineyard go to, visit to the cheese farm plus the local tours. I assume each town we 

visited and the skilled guides that informed the history from a local perspective had been the 

highlights. Awesome service! Lunch and wine tasting at I Balzini had been glorious. Spent some 

time with the owner/winemaker studying about his wine and obtained a tour of the grounds and 

purchased a case which was promptly shipped again to the US. Ended the day walking through San 

Gimingano. All mentioned a fantastic day spent with a superb guide. The greatest grievance we had 

was the package included pick up at all airports and after we arrived in Italy our driver wasn't there 

to satisfy us, we had to wait forty minutes for our experience to the resort. When we arrived 

residence our decide up was half-hour late. 

After breakfast meet at the hotel lobby. This morning depart to Pisa, well-known for its leaning 

tower, for a guided tour of town. Your base for six nights might be in Montecatini Terme, 

considered one of Tuscany’s most outstanding spa towns and an intoxicating blend of historic 

structure, beautiful scenery and nice native points of interest. 

Thank you, Walking Tours of Florence your charm, humor and data. century Abbey of Badia a 

Isola, earlier than continuing to Monteriggioni. This town is surrounded by an almost intact 

medieval wall, and a Local Guide will inform us about its fascinating history. 

There are tours after which there's this one. Our guide was Angela (Angie in brief), and our driver 

was Giuseppe. We did this tour on the 20th of April. This was by far probably the most thoroughly 

deliberate and nicely executed tour I actually have ever been on. Everything worked like clockwork. 


